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New digital technologies can 
enhance learning experiences 

across all educational levels and 
contexts
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Immersive Technology

Immersive technology refers to technology that 
attempts to emulate a physical world through a 
digital or simulated reality by creating a sense of 

immersion or ‘deep cognitive involvement’
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Virtual Reality (VR)

Virtual Reality involves the use of a computer to 
create an interactive immersive experience via 

some form of head mounted display (HMD) unit







Augmented Reality (AR)

Augmented Reality is the overlaying of digital 
information upon a view of the real world 

environment using the combination of a digital 
camera and a viewing screen 
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Mixed Reality (MR/XR)

Mixed Reality refers to the merging of real and 
virtual worlds with different degrees of 

immersion within a Virtuality Continuum

Milgram, P., & Kishino, F. (1994). A Taxonomy of Mixed Reality Visual Displays. IEICE Transactions on Information Systems , 77(12).
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FROM ‘TOOL’ TO ‘CONTEXT’



From ‘tool’ to ‘context’

Up until recently, learning affordances (possibilities) 
offered by immersive digital technology in 

education, such as AR and VR, were addressed and 
considered in isolation in educational practice.



From ‘tool’ to ‘context’

Today, the focus is on creating contextual and 
authentic learning environments where the digital, 
the real and the human come together in a shared 

action along a digital continuum



XR in Education – A new paradigm

XR in Education can be conceived in many ways, 
from multisensorial dimensions, to intelligent 

platforms and tools, to the embodiment of the 
experience in an interconnected learning ecosystem 

engaging different modes of perceptions



AppLab XR R&D

Going beyond software, hardware and tools to 
consider how to best design authentic user-centric 

XR learning environments. 

Focus on perception, cognition, aesthetics, 
emotions, haptics, embodiment, context (space), 

situations (time), culture, etc. in promoting learning



APPLAB CASE STUDIES



www.otukapua.nz

O-Tū-Kapua 
(‘What clouds see’)



Live data input to 
change the tree in 
various ways:

● Traffic data from 
Auckland 
Transport

● Weather Data 
from NIWA 
servers

Tree animations:

● Change leaves 
colour

● Change leaves 
movement

● Change Humidity 
level
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Mixed Reality Immersion Continuum
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AirBox  



The NIWA AirBox AR

An air science project using a physical 
experimental box connected to an AR 
simulator to visualise what happens inside 
the AirBox



Cultural Heritage – Virtual Marae



The Cultural Heritage Gamification



MESH360
XR Simulation in 
Paramedicine 
Education  







Design principles for an emerging medium: 
Exploring embodied interaction for Mixed Reality

Ali Taheri, PhD Research
Supervisors: Claudio Aguayo & Stanley Frielick
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Haptic Visuality Interaction



Jin Hong, PhD research 
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AUT Health Futures

Rethinking the future of Māori 
community health with digital media

and warm data



AUT Health Futures



AUT Health Futures
Ecological Map



Summary

● Immersive technology can lead to new ways of 

Learning for the Future

● Learning experiences using AR, VR and XR can be 

shaped to be authentic and context-specific

● XR environments can provide adaptable and flexible 

experiences to suit different users



Summary

XR as an emerging paradigm in Education invites us 
to consider new ways of thinking in designing 

technology-enhanced learning affordances. The 
challenge remains in grounding such 

epistemological and technological innovation into 
authentic, contextual, and tangible practice.



Thank you
Claudio Aguayo 
caguayo@aut.ac.nz


